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Pulling out an old box of things, I took a very nostalgic look at my old Power Of Chaos box. I was
lucky enough to have a very early copy, pre-converted, of this set. In fact, it was so early that I

believe it's my first playtest of a pre-converted Power Of Chaos. I'm sure some of you (and I too)
might dispute this, but it's pretty darn awesome to play the cards BEFORE they get converted. As I
flipped through the cards, I noticed just how much the colors of the pre-converted version differed
from the actual set. A quick perusal of the actual set (and I should caution readers that the preview

cards and art are not representative of the cards in the set) shows some differences too. At the
Parthenon, Kerry and the blue star knights are fighting Mo Fan. Kerry seems to be on the right side of
the fight but on both sides the fight isn't going well. Mo Fan shoots fireballs at Kerry and Kerry barely
dodges them. At one point Mo Fan uses a gisho that Kerry doesn't have a counter to, so Kerry opens
a portal to bring more blue star knights on board, which Mo Fan seems happy about but Kerry calls

this cowardly. Kerry then activates his void mirror magic to prevent Mo Fan from using the
parthenon, since it is a complete waste of time. Mo Fan asks Kerry and the blue star knights what

sort of duels they want him to have with them, and they wish for him to return to his dragon form so
they can all take him out at once. Instead Mo Fan activates his Yu Gi Os maximum power mode,

which is then enhanced by his handseals. Since they left the shark gods are angry and the
environment in the spirit world is chaotic. The Kraken does not hesitate to attack and Mo Fan and the
princesses battle it. Mo Fan casts a huge chunk of chaos energy, which is sent back and falls on top
of Mo Fan. He gets sucked out of the spirit realm and returns to find the monster destroying his city.
Mo Fan uses the rest of his power to try and stop it but he is forced to witness what happens to his
city and people before losing his sight. They decide to leave and if they die, their souls will come

back here.
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It quickly realizes that they have gotten out alive and that they
have to look for the light orbs. It manages to leave the other
cousin behind and manages to survive on a few stolen cars,

but it is hit by a truck and drives into a canal. Since the canal
is now dried up and drying up more buildings, it tries to get out
the canal and get across the water. Mo Fan tries to find some

more soldiers to use fire magic and chains, but after many
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failed attempts, he finally makes some progress by finding a
bunch of 3 level commanders that Mo Fan can use a combo

with. Since these 3 level commanders are far from the nearest
army base, they have to use their telepathy to tell an army

base to send a special unit to them. The army base however is
so depleted, they can't spare the firemen or the air support for
this assignment. This leaves Mo Fan alone as the raid captains

are all at the grand commander level. However, the other
cousin manages to get out of the water and puts out a shock
flare, alerting the nearby army bases to their location. Mo Fan
then cuts off the head of one of his 3 level commanders, while

using chaos magic to bounce the sword off the canals walls
and nearby buildings. It manages to land the sword again and

cut off the head of another one, while using a debris ball to
imprison the headless body. Since the water was still rising,

mo fan has to hurry as the first cousin is running out of
oxygen. They jump into the water, get to the army base and
tells them about the headless bodies, but by this time, all is
already over. While Mo Fan is attacked from every angle, he

manages to block most attacks, while he powers up. After the
army starts to advance, mo fan realizes he has lost his

lightning claws and his power. As the chaos magic does not
work in water, he is quickly overwhelmed. The army throws
him into the water, but he manages to grab the sword of the

headless body and stab one of the captains in the back.
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